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Why Empirical Science?






Empiricism makes it possible to rigorously develop
and test theories and concepts and to gain insights on
emerging management practices within industries.
It follows the scientific method, in which salient
constructs are first identified and clearly defined,
hypotheses about interrelationships among the
constructs are formed, and then these hypotheses are
tested.
Empirical research is the systematic process of
deriving and analyzing data from direct or indirect
observation.
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On Being a Scientist:
Responsible Conduct in Research
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Responsible Conduct in Research
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Next several slides are adapted from
an earlier presentation by
Professor Anoop Madhok
Professor of Strategy
Schulich School of Business
York University
Toronto, Canada
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Guidelines for Conducting
Empirical Research

Join a scholarly conversation








Which specific conversation do I wish to join?
What is the current status of that conversation?
Who are the principal members of that
conversation?
What are the assumptions underlying this
conversation?
How can I make a contribution (add ONE new
element)?
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Join a scholarly conversation II
What “end” do you have in mind for your scholarship?
Try to get others interested in “my voice”

I studied the relationship between X and Y

No one has every put X, Y and Z together into
one framework before

I have collected the most complete data set on
this subject
Join established conversations with scholars

Change the minds of the experts on this subject

Alter current conceptions / conclusions
Join established conversations with practitioners

Understand their toughest problems

Enhance their insights and competencies

Making a contribution
Step 1: Identify a conversation
 Study the history of the conversation (“Life cycle” of the arguments)
 Select 3-5 exemplary articles (Visualize the conversation)
Step 2: Analyze the conversation
What are the key elements? (Explanations, assumptions, etc.)
 What’s missing, wrong, incomplete, etc.? (Fix or enhance)
 Why does this warrant attention? (Consequences of inattention)


Step 3: Propose your contribution
What is your proposal? (Focus on ONE important, specific
modification)
 How is it different? (Before and after comparisons / arguments)
 If accepted, what difference would it make? (Altered research
practice / questions)
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The Basic Skills


Content






Theory
Research design
Implications

Presentation



Writing skills
Paper Structure

What makes a GREAT paper?
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Manuscript Structure I


Background




Literature review




Description of the relevant basic theories/ theoretical
arguments

Hypotheses/Propositions




Overview of ideas/problem to be considered

Relationships to be tested

Research Methods


Means of testing the proposed relationships

Manuscript Structure II


Results



Discussion









Arguments as to what the evidence means plus refutation of
possible counterarguments plus plausible explanations for
contrary evidence

Conclusions




Presentation of the evidence produced by the methods

Reference back to the basic theory, implications, and a
comment on the larger territory of which the article is a part

Plus limitations and directions for future research
Plus managerial implications
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Introduction


Is there a clear research question?



Why is the research question interesting? Why is it
important? Is there a solid motivation behind it?



By the end of the introduction, is the reader
‘hooked’ into reading further? Has the ‘hook’ been
clearly identified?

Theory









Is there a well-developed and well-articulated
theoretical framework?
Are the core concepts clearly defined?
How does the theory provide conceptual insight into
the problem?
How does it guide proposition/hypothesis
formulation? Is the logic behind these persuasive?
Do they logically flow from the theory?
Does it cover the existing literature appropriately?
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Hypotheses







Do the hypotheses capture the richness of the theory
Is the logic behind these persuasive? Do they
logically flow from the theory?
Are the hypotheses clearly differentiated from those
which would be derived using other theories?
Are the boundary conditions (i.e. limits) of the theory
tested or are contingencies considered?

Research Methods






Is the method chosen (qualitative/quantitative) and the
analytical techniques appropriate for the theory and
research question(s)?
Is the data collection method consistent with the
analytical technique(s) applied? Have they been clearly
presented?
Are the sample and the variables appropriate for the
hypotheses?
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Results





Are the results reported in an understandable way?
Are there alternative explanations for the results, and
if so, are these adequately controlled for in the
analyses?
Is there a reasonable attempt to provide plausible
explanations for counter-intuitive results?

Discussion





What are the implications of the
theory/results/overall study? In what way is it
‘surprising? In what way does it build upon, add to
and make a value-added contribution to existing
work?
How does it stimulate thought or debate?
What are the implications for managers?
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The Importance of Conclusion


Have a strong concluding section


Discuss implications of the findings




Fully develop the theoretical contribution and point out
the novelty/new understanding




How data/paper adds to/modifies original theory

How data/paper adds to the developing knowledge base
within field

But be congruent with the rest of the manuscript

Summary
The what/how/why/when/where/who questions





What---The constructs of interest
How---The relationships between the constructs
Why---Explanations of these relationships
When/where/who---The boundary conditions

What’s new?


Does the paper make a significant, value-added
contribution

So what?


e.g., are solutions proposed for remedying alleged
deficiencies in current theories?
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Summary
Why so?




Well done?








Does the paper reflect ‘seasoned’ thinking?

Done well?





Is the underlying logic and supporting evidence
compelling?

Well-written? Flows well? Enjoyable read? Easily
accessible?

Why now?
Who cares?
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